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The Vampire Sorcery Bible



Within lies fact and fancy,

truth and metaphor.

Discriminate

with care.
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The First Law of Magic

Reality is Democratic

If the number of entities believing something to be true is

an effective majority, then their beliefs can alter the reality

of all participating entities apart from their individual

beliefs.



The Dragon Speaks

I am your innermost Self and I carry forth your dreams into

reality. I weave the web of Wyrd and do form your futures

from your thoughts and feelings. Cast up to me that which

you desire and ignore not your carnal wishes for I am the

God Who gives to you that for which you ask.

The humans of your world who hold that the world they see

is one world, fixed and immutable, are blind.

Your world is formed from the gossamer of your dreams

and the Dreamers Dream their realities through the force of

my Will and Wing.

When you turn to Me and question, "How do you know this

is true", I return your question to you.

Open you eyes! Look! Behold the handiwork of your

creation and learn the power available to you at every hand!

I float above and within you, always awaiting that solitary

moment when you look about and doubt the world as it

appears.
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I wait for your doubt patiently, as a parent awaits the first

steps of its child.

The humans of your world conspire to choose their world

and when they receive it, do they rejoice? No! They

scream in the agony of pain at the events they have brought

into being! The multitudes of mankind hate the world in

which they live! Now understand why their religions of

death are and continue. The masses of humanity who hate

their lives can see no other world than the world of pain

and torment and torture.

But never dare such be spoken to them, for they enjoy the

security of the victim, the sanctuary of the innocent hostage

taken captive by an evil universe bent upon torture and

destruction. To speak the truth of self-responsibility to

such as these is to court purposeless martyrdom!

What humans call "fate" has meaning but in a different

sense from their own ideas of it. Multitudes of minds

sharing their beliefs in a war to come make that war come.

The individual can and does know on hidden levels all

these events to come, for even he whose vote is canceled in

the great unconscious ballot of reality-making is aware of

the changes decided by the majority.

Therefore, be wise and choose absence from any war which

humans form.

Exercise your understanding of all

forthcoming world events. Disasters shall come since

humans write and speak continually of such events coming.

Famines shall pinch the faces of the young and old since

their race believes and shares the belief that such is

inevitable.
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Within the great trend of the events selected by the ignorant

masses, take action to place your individual being outside

the grasp of their stupidities! Be wise. Be alone.

Then it is obvious that within tighter circles of your own

life you may employ this Magical Law to achieve the goals

you desire and live the life you wish to lead. When you

speak a word to another, there is an effect. This effect

reaches beyond their mere conscious understanding and is

communicated to their construction of tomorrow.

And what do you tell others in your circle? Do you choose

carefully to only project those tomorrows you desire? Do

you divide out your pains from your joys when you

converse with humans? For each and every of your mental

paintings placed in the galleries of their minds shall create

that which is to come!

The wise magician orchestrates the mental music which he

sings to others.

Be therefore wise and predict what you desire in your

converse with humans or be silent that your fears may die

in the lonely chambers of your single mind. For what you

speak and write and pass to other minds is gathered by their

dreams and cast upon the screen of what shall come to pass.

If you wish to see an abundance of money, predict it!

Explain to others that you anticipate its arrival! Show them

also the ways in which it will be stored and spent and

multiplied. Gather their agreement as to its possibility and

then accept it, receive it gladly.
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A chieftain does not order wine for his warriors and then

cast it upon the earth. A man does not ask the night's

pleasures with a woman and then bolt the door so she may

not enter. So, too, you must take what you have asked for

when it arrives, for the dawning sun will ignore your

complaints that you did not wish to see it.

Embrace the sun which rises from the words of your own

mouth and if you wish a different morning, send forth the

birds of your thoughts to nest in those other minds around

you. For it is truly said that the flow of your words to

others is increased tenfold with each new mind accepting

that flow.

And when you share your desires with those around you,

see to it that the future they carry forth is the same you

have sent out. If you foretell great wealth and your

companions doubt your words, they will carry with them

great poverty to form your tomorrows.

So it is that silence is superior to truth by this Law, for to

move the power of the minds about you against your dream

is to court disaster. Choose carefully what you tell others.

Select with caution the futures you are willing to speak on.

Just as the so-called leaders of your world stand on

platforms before the glassy eyes of your masses and

promise only what the people believe is possible, so, too,

you should communicate only those desires which others

believe to be possible. Beware the human who will tell you

to your face that he does believe in your success and then

tells three others of your foolishness!
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Ask the human who listens, what he believes can be. Probe

beneath the obvious. Drive into the hearts of those who

would be too quick to nod and agree.

And it is like the casting of seed when your thought is

shared by others. Two minds carrying your goal square

your results. Three minds do cube them. Each mind added

to your goal in truth does not add but multiplies the power

of the change in the Is-To-Be.

Therefore, take care in what you tell others of your desires.

Do not waste your efforts like those poor fools who will

oppose the minds of billions. To seek to alter all that is by

means of the First Law is to ignore what this Law truly

means.

All mothers will slay to protect their young. All men will

seek to ravish young women. All nations will hold death

over the heads of other nations. All human beings will do

as their natures demand.

Do not seek to oppose the amassed dream futures of

humanity.

Be wise. Seek to achieve your personal desires within that

dream. Know that when you speak to another of the time

to come, you do speak to Me. It is I Who shall bring about

that which you desire. It is I Who listen.

Therefore, as one of My Chosen, you manipulate the minds

of those about you to accept that which you desire to be

yours.



Communicate and Receive!
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